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My daughter came home on a recent evening with a new, very girl oriented
(unless you’re Rupaul) toy that she was excited to share with me. This isn’t
unusual, as we find ourselves setting up all kinds of plastic play-sets of
wonderment in the living room. The new set was Hello Kitty’s Folding
Cooking Show. In this particular toy, Kitty and her friend Fifi operate a food
program, complete with cameras, monitors and a little demonstration
stage. All of this folds into a plastic pail and can be carried via the
provided handle. While I busied myself creating a scenario in which Kitty
could demo cooking and Fifi could tape the show (Fifi snarkily comments
from behind the camera about Kitty’s weight gain, while Kitty remarks on
Fifi’s penchant for flannel shirts) my child was holding up the product

package to make sure the Hello Kitty Cooking Show looked exactly as described. That’s when I
noticed the list of disclaimers.

“Not Real Food. Do Not Eat.” adorned the bottom of the blister card the toy came on and I had to
ask “Who is so hungry that they shell out $8.00 for a Hello Kitty play set and then eat it? The food is
a little less than the size of Tic Tacs and nearly as nutritious. Nothing like a filling meal of tiny plastic
cakes and turkeys. Despite the obvious problems with consuming Hello Kitty’s food, the
manufacturer still feels the need to tell you not to eat it. Darn! There goes my weekend of chewing
on plastic toys. I guess that since I can read it means that I have to heed the warning.

We live in the age of litigious living. Every time you go to pass by an outdoor trash receptacle the
warning is on the dumpster in plain language: “Do not play on or around.” Hmmm. They never
mention ‘under’. Nevertheless, that’s a good warning. I was playing on (or around) a dumpster once
when a guy jumped out and chased me for  several blocks. The hot coffee lawsuit is partially to
blame for over-warning the public to avoid every obvious pitfall that life may contain. While the 1992
case in which 79-year-old Stella Liebeck was burned by 185° farenheit coffee over 6% of her body
is not frivolous, the fear of liability that has overtaken makers of consumer goods is to some degree
(no pun intended). Sometimes the warnings are unnecessary and plain overkill. Unless I’m buying
iced coffee, I’d expect it to be hot. Nobody buys tepid coffee. I am well aware that if I dance in a
canoe it might tip over. On even the rainiest days I have no urge to light a bag of charcoal inside the
house (or in the car). I know not to use spray deodorant on my face. There are things in life that
actually do require warning labels, though. For instance:

NBA Superstars: “Warning: Signing this freakishly talented free agent may lead to heartbreak
for small-market teams and the loss of millions in revenue for burgeoning downtown arena-
area businesses.”

Oil Rigs: “Improper assembly, use and maintainance of this deep-water drilling apparatus may
cause rig to explode and pollute coastal waters for generations. Your welcome. And Duh.”

Ballots for Elected Officials: “Voting for this particular candidate may inadvertently lead to
feelings of guilt, years of merciless goading by people you once considered friends and a
general lack of enthusiasm for the political process. Also has been shown to cause hair loss
and moderate drinking.”

Blogs: “Reading this particular puffy drivel might cause you to feel smarter and better about
your own writing talent. Hey, anything I can do to help you out. Onward and Upward.”
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